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On the brink of civil war, Karmonia’s troubles are only 
beginning. The President’s allies are facing their own battles, as 

well as attempting to defeat the assassins in Karmonia. 

Will the President’s allies defeat their own battles, or will 
their troubles transpire into the thing that ends Karmonia as 

we know it?

Prefer to understand the rules in video format?

The Dice Tower made a great video explaining the rules of 
patriot. We highly recommend watching this short video to 
watch a quick overview of the rule differences between the 3-6 
player game and the 1-2 player game.
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What’s the best way to read this rule book?

 What's different and what's new?

The campaign mode of Patriot uses most of the concepts of the 3-6 player game of 

Patriot, with a few key differences:

1. The ‘call an assassination’ tile has been replaced, and there is no way to 

assassinate players.
2. Defense Space 4 has been moved to the 'Use Beacon' tile. 

i. Beacons cannot be used if a Rioter occupies Defense Space 4 (instead of Defense Space 2 in the 3-6 

player game).

3. There are no Allegiance Cards.

4. There are no Letters.
5. There is no hand size limit for Influence Cards.

6. Some cards in the game have been removed, and some tiles have reduced in cost  

due to difficulty, or they do not make sense in campaign mode.

7. Most importantly, there are now unique character based campaign objectives as 

well as a campaign mode tracker!

It is recommended to make sure players set up the game correctly as described on the 

right hand side of this page, as well as ensuring it is understood how the following 

game concepts from the 3-6 player version of the game:

1. Beacons/the Surveillance Centre (page 17)

2. Scientific Discovery/the Laboratory (page 13)

3. Taxes/the Treasury (pages 11 & 19) 

4. Riots/the War room (page 21)

5. Public Opinion & Brief Cards (pages 19 & 20)

6. Influence Cards (page 15) 

By round 2, we guarantee you’ll be experts.

Aim of the Game

In the 1 to 2 player campaign mode, each campaign has a different objective, outlined 

in the post-it note on the top of each campaign. It is your mission to meet this 

objective. Trust in Karmonia, it’s not easy.

How to Play - Game setup
1. Remove any Beacon or Brief Cards that say ‘3-6 players’ on the top left of the 

card.
2. Leave Scientific Discovery cards in the box. They are not used in the 1-2 player 

campaign.3. Choose a campaign from the print outs provided in the box, and place the 1-2 

player campaign punchout in the Scientific Discovery area, top right of the 

board.

4. Shuffle all cards and set into their groups as follows:
i. Shuffle and place the Beacon cards face down in the beacon pile. Draw 4 Beacon cards, face up 

and place them on the 4 Beacon Card spaces to the left of the Beacon Card pile.
ii. Shuffle and place the Riot deck face down in the riot deck pile.
iii. Shuffle and place the Brief Card deck (ensure you DO NOT include the Super Brief cards) face 

down in the Brief Card pile.iv. Shuffle and place each of the Influence Card types face down in their respective piles.

v. Put 10 of each Influence Card type into the Public Opinion deck and shuffle.
vi. Place the Round Tracker token on the 'First Round' circle in the Meeting Room.5. Set the Threat level, Civil Unrest and Base Taxes at 0.

6. Place all Coins on the outside edge of the game board near the Treasury.

7. Place all Science Markers in a pile to the side of the game board.
8. Each player chooses a character. Read your character strengths, weaknesses, and 

influence aloud to the room, even if you're playing solo!
i. Each character has special abilities, weaknesses and gets different influence cards.

ii. In the campaign mode, some character abilities are not relevant. In these cases the character card 

states "1-2 player variant" before the ability applicable to the 1-2 player campaign. 9. Each player places their character standee in the ‘Campaign Tracker’ tile, above 

or below the ‘Base’.

10. Each player receives Pre-Game Influence Cards.i. For a 1 player game, pick up 2 of each type of Influence Card (Spy, War, Science, Finance)

ii. For a 2 player game, pick up the Influence as per the character card11. Player 1 starts their turn
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Beacon Cards (p. 17,
Beacon Cards (p. 17,3-6 player rulebook) 
3-6 player rulebook) 

Influence Cards (p. 15,
Influence Cards (p. 15,
3-6 player rulebook)3-6 player rulebook)

Coins (p. 19, Coins (p. 19, 
3-6 player rulebook)3-6 player rulebook) B

ase Taxes T
racker (p. 11)

B
ase Taxes T

racker (p. 11)

Threat Tracker (p. 11)Threat Tracker (p. 11)

Brief Cards (p. 20, Brief Cards (p. 20, 
3-6 player rulebook)3-6 player rulebook)

Science Markers Science Markers 
(p. 13, 3-6 player rulebook)
(p. 13, 3-6 player rulebook)

Public Opinion (p. 19, 3-6 
Public Opinion (p. 19, 3-6 

player rulebook)player rulebook)

Characters (p. 12, p. 24,
Characters (p. 12, p. 24,

3-6 player rulebook)3-6 player rulebook)

Character 1-2p clarifications (p. 10)
Character 1-2p clarifications (p. 10)

Riot Cards (p. 21)Riot Cards (p. 21)



Turn Actions
So, the board is set up and a campaign has been chosen. 

What happens next?

Each player, in turn order, takes the below 3 actions (gather, act, and 
encounter) until all players have had a turn. 
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1. Gather: Pick up Influence Cards from the Influence Card Pile.
i. In the 1 player game, gather normal influence plus 2 Science Markers, plus an extra 4 Influence Cards of your choice (they can be any type). 

There are no hand limits. 
ii. In the 2 player game, gather normal influence plus an extra 2 Influence Cards of your choice (they can be any type). There are no hand limits.

2. Act: Act usinG Action Points on the below board tiles by movinG your character onto the tile and announcinG your action. 
Important! Each player must use  all action points within their turn during the Act phase. AP does not accumulate, and any AP not used is discarded / reset next round. For example, if Donovan has 
10 AP, and he uses 9 AP on his turn through various tile actions, the extra 1 AP is not carried over to the next round. On his next turn, he has 10 AP again.  

The Treasury Surveillance Centre Laboratory War Room

In a 1 player campaign, Chief Justice 'Samuel' starts their turn at the start of round 1. Seen on the bottom right of his character card, Samuel picks up 2 
Finance, 2 Science & 2 War Influence cards. As it is a 1 player campaign, he decides to pick up 2 more Science, 1 War and 1 Finance Influence cards.
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The Treasury
Surveillance            

Centre
Laboratory War Room

In the Treasury, 
players are able to:

1. Pick up Finance 
Influence Cards

2. Acquire coins to 
be placed into the 
Treasury

3. Raise the base tax 
level to acquire 
income at the 
start of each 
round

4. Draw 2 Brief 
Cards and choose 
one to   resolve 
at the end of the 
round.

In the Surveillance 
Centre, players are able 
to:

1. Pick up Spy 
Influence Cards

2. Launch or change 
out Beacons, which 
act as extra in 
game tiles. 

3. Advance a space 
forward on the 
campaign mode 
tracker

In the War Room, 
players are able to:

1. Pick up War 
Influence Cards

2. Deploy Troops to 
defend Tiles.

3. Move Troops in 
order to maximise 
defense in one 
area

4. Roll to execute 
rioters that are 
on the board, 
with the ability to 
reroll by spending 
Influence Cards.

In the Laboratory, 
players are able to:

1. Pick up Science 
Influence Cards

2. Reduce Civil Unrest
3. Gain Science 

Markers
4. Use specific 

character campaign 
tiles - these change 
per campaign!

3. Encounter: Draw a Brief Card from the 
Brief Card pile. All players may vote (if possible) with 
Influence Cards. Add Public Opinion, shuffle and tally total Influence 
to work out if the brief card has passed or failed.

4. TriGGer: The campaiGn mode tracker is triGGered. 

In the above example, if a total of less than 8 Finance Influence is supplied into the 
Brief Card vote, all coins will be lost from The Treasury. Luckily, Samuel and his 
partner obtained 10 Influence in Finance, so nothing happens this turn.

In the above example, a 1 player campaign, the player ended their turn 
on the -1 area. Per the text at the bottom of the area, a negative event will 
trigger. In the campaign above, the player must Roll a D8 and test their 
luck against the fate of the dice. Unfortunately for Samuel, he rolled an 8 
and must remove a Beacon from the Surveillance centre. After
this has been completed, Samuel is ready to start the next round (page 7).
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Round Actions
So, all players have completed their

 turn on round 1. What happens next?

1. Determine whether the win or lose condition of 
the Game has been triGGered

3. Resolve any riots that are in play.
Riots occur when Civil Unrest reaches 6. When a riot occurs, a rioter is placed 
on the board to a defense space, as demanded by a Riot Card. Riots are in play and 
retrigger each round until all rioters are executed.

Neither the win or lose 
condition is triggered

Win condition is triggered

2. Unless on the -2 area, move each player one space 
to the left on the campaiGn mode tracker.

In the example below - Player 1 was stationed in the base position and 
moves one circle to the left to the '-1' circle. Player 2 was stationed in the 
'+1' position, and moves one circle to the left to the 'Base' circle. 

Read the win / Lose 
Condition

Congratulations! Or... Condolences! 
Congrolences! You have either won or lost the 
game. Did you have fun? Each campaign is 
unique in its own way, so be sure to try and 
complete all campaigns with all character 
types - some are more tricky than others!

5. Gain TaXes
If the base taxes tracker is above '0', place coins into

 the Treasury.
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Round Actions
So, all players have completed their

 turn on round 1. What happens next?

In this example, the top left Beacon has been used. Move the coin from 
the top right hand side onto the circle that says 'launched'. Now the 
Beacon has been reset.

In the example to the right, the base taxes tracker is set to 4. 
Therefore, 4 coins are placed into the Treasury at the start of the 
round. Now the first player is ready to start their turn!

4. Ensure all purchased Beacons are set to 'Launched'
Beacons add in-game advantages to all players, but they are not cheap 
to deploy, and they may only be used once per round. When Beacons are 

purchased, place a coin on the 'launched' circle. When they are used, slide it 
to the 'used' symbol. At the start of each round, slide the used beacons back 

to 'Launched'

5. Gain TaXes
If the base taxes tracker is above '0', place coins into

 the Treasury.

Circled in red above: The 
Base Taxes Tracker



1-2 player Game concepts

CampaiGn Mode Tracker
Punchouts
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Some concepts within the 1-2 player campaign are unique, including the game board. This section describes how the Campaign Mode 
Tracker & Campaign Punchout Tiles are used. 

The campaign tracker is a major contributor to how 
players win or lose their game. At the start of the 
game, players place their token above or below the word 
‘base’, like the example above.
At the end of each turn, the campaign tracker triggers 
an action: either a positive or negative event that is 
different for each character campaign depending on 
where the players' standee is, and potentially a change 
to the Threat level. If, at the end of the turn, the player 
is on the -2 or +2 spaces, they are also required to move 
their standee back to the 'base' area.

 » In the example above, the player ends their turn on the 
'Base', then a negative event triggers. Using the example 
of the campaign Punchout 'M' on the right, the player 
would have to roll a D8 die and follow the negative event 
consequences.

During each turn, players may use the 'Advance on the 
campaign mode tracker' tile on the board to move their 
standee one position to the right. The cost is 4 science 
markers. 

At the start of each round from round 2 onward, 
players must move their player standee one space to the 
left. 

 » If, in the example above, it was the start of round 2, 
the player standee would move from the 'base' area to 
the '-1' area.

There are a number of punchouts  
that are only relevant for the 
campaign mode of Patriot:
1. There is a punchout included 

in the box for each campaign 
which includes a silouette of 
the relevant character to the 
campaign. 

The punchout contains a campaign specific 
game tile that can be utilised just like 
any other tile on the game board. To use 
the campaign specific space, place your 
character on the character space of the tile, 
pay the AP cost and perform the action 
as decribed. These tiles often will be key 
to completing the objective and saving 
Karmonia so make sure you pay special 
attention to them!

2. In some of the campaigns (but 
not all), missile tokens are used 
as part of positive or negative 
effect triggers.



Character Clarifications

Many characters have specific 1-2 player abilities that 

override the 3-6 player campaign abilities. When the 

'1-2 player variant' text is used, the ability directly above 

is not usable in the 1-2 player campaign. For example, 

Wilfred Duvon normally has an ability called 'Classified 

Information'.

Character: Diva 'M'
Role: The President's Daughter

1-2 player variant: Once per game, Diva may use any 

other characters once per game ability.

Comments: 'M' may use any ability 1-2 player once per game ability, 

whether it's a character in play or in the box.

Character: Jack Maelstrom
Role: Vice President

1-2 player variant: Each time an 8 is rolled, gain two Influence 

Cards of any type.

Comments: If playing the two player campaign, this ability activates 

on either players turn.

1-2 player variant: The first time a riot is incited, move Jack one 

space to the left on the Campaign Tracker.

Comments: This variant commences before a riot card is drawn. If 

Jack is already on the far left circle (-2), then he returns to the Base 

circle

Characters that contain 1-2 player variants, 
and their eXplanations

** Note: If a character is not displayed in this list, they do not have any 

1-2 player variant abilities.

In the 3-6 player 

campaign, this 

ability allows 
Wilfred to pick 

up cards when 
the President 
picks up cards.

Instead, the 1-2 

player variant 
instead allows 
Wilfred to pick 

up an extra 
Influence Card 

each turn.

Character: Marion Mochi
Role: President
1-2 player variant: Once per game, Marion may advance on the campaign 

tracker at no cost.
Comments: Marion does not need to pay the 4 Science Markers to move to the 

right on the Campaign Tracker. It may happen at any point during the game. 

Marion may not exceed the +2 circle.

Character: Maury Sweeney
Role: The First Lady

1-2 player variant: Once per game, Maury may add 2 Influence Cards to a 

Brief Card result after the total has been tallied.

Comments: This may only occur if the consequence of the Brief Card has not 

already occurred.

Character: M.W.
Role: Director of the N.S.A.

1-2 player variant: If M.W. does not build a Beacon by the end of round 3, a 

riot is incited.
Comments: The riot commences immediately after the end of M.W.'s turn.

Character: Petr Crumb
Role: The Party Donor

1-2 player variant: Each time the 'Advance on the Campaign Tracker' tile is 

activated, Petr may draw 2 Influence Cards of any type.

Comments: If playing a 1 player game, still draw 2 Influence Cards of any type.

Character: Samuel Ledger
Role: Chief Justice of the Supreme Court

1-2 player variant: Once per game, Samuel may activate the 'Advance on the 

Campaign Tracker' tile at no cost.

Comments: This may occur at any point during the game.

1-2 player variant: If a riot is incited, discard 1 random Influence Card.

Comments: If Samuel has no Influence Cards, a riot is incited normally.

Character: Viktor Markov
Role: President
1-2 player variant: Viktor must discard 1 Influence Card each time he 

activates the 'Advance on the Campaign Tracker' tile.

Comments: If Viktor has no Influence Cards, he may still advance at no cost.

Character: Wilfred Duvon

Role: The Bodyguard

1-2 player variant: Each turn, pick up 1 extra influence card of any type.

Comments: The Influence Card can be any type and is in addition to the extra 

cards picked up at the start of the players turn.

Character: Zam Che
Role: Chief of Science

1-2 player variant: Once per game, Zam may gain or give 4 Science Markers 

at no cost.
Comments: This may happen at any point during the game, regardless of turn. 

If in the two player campaign, Zam may gift 4 Science Markers 

to another player. 10
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